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To solve the problems presented by the rational determination of the reduction mode in the traditional strength reduction method and to overcome the difficulty in determining double safety factors from the existing double reduction factors method, a nonproportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is established for a case in which the strength parameter distribution obeys the linear attenuation assumption. By introducing this correlation into the traditional strength reduction finite element method, the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters is proposed. To verify the reliability of the proposed method, the nonproportional correlation is introduced into Bishop’s slice method, yielding the nonproportional double safety factors of Bishop’s slice method. For the whole safety storage of the slope based on the double safety factors, a comprehensive safety factor with the contribution of the shear strength parameter to the sliding resistance force as weight is proposed. Finally, in combination with an example and a comparative analysis of the slope sliding surface positions and the comprehensive safety factors for three different types of reduction modes with two types of methods, the rationality and reliability of this method were validated.

1. Introduction

The strength reduction finite element method provides incomparable advantages over the limit equilibrium method. When the sliding surface shape and position do not need to be assumed in advance, the strength storage safety factor for slopes can be directly obtained. Accordingly, with the rapid development of the computing technology, this method has been extensively used for analyzing the slope stability.

Since 1975, when Zienkiewicz et al. [1] proposed the strength reduction finite element method, many scholars have performed a considerable number of studies in this research area. For example, Ugai [2], Matsui and San [3], Song [4], Griffiths and Lane [5], Dawson et al. [6], Liu et al. [7], Zheng and Liu [8], and Wu et al. [9] have conducted research on slope failure criteria. Zhang et al. [10] and Fu and Liao [11] have studied the effects of different yield criteria on the slope plastic zone and the strength reduction safety factor. Manzari and Nour [12], Zheng et al. [13], Zhang and Chen [14], and Tschuchnigg et al. [15] have studied the effect of material parameters on the plastic zone of the slope and the strength reduction safety factor. Yang et al. [16] and Chen et al. [17] have studied the range that should be reduced by the strength reduction method. These research achievements are based on the assumption of two strength parameters with the same reduction factor. Nevertheless, concerning the failure process of the slope, the attenuation speed, exerted degree of cohesion, and internal friction angle of the sliding-zone soil are different. Taylor [18] first suggested the adoption of different reduction factors between the cohesion and the internal friction angle and stated that when the slope had a slide, frictional resistance on the sliding surface is fully displayed first and the cohesion can then serve as the supplement. Meanwhile, the safety factor of the slope can be defined as the ratio between the actual cohesion of the sliding surface soil and the cohesion required for display on the sliding surface when the slope can attain the limit equilibrium state. This viewpoint implies that the reduction factor of the internal friction angle is equal to one. Tang et al. [19, 20] have suggested the double reduction factors...
method for gradual failure of the soil slope. By changing the proportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction reduction factor, they studied the reduction principle of the double reduction parameters of the clayey soil slope and sandy soil slope, respectively. The arithmetic mean of the double reduction factors in the limit equilibrium state can be used as the whole safety factor for the slope. Jiang et al. [21] have noted that the proportion between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor for the isotropic soil slope should be 1.75, and, in the same way, the arithmetic mean of the double reduction factors in the limit equilibrium state can be used as the whole safety factor for the slope. Yuan et al. [22, 23] have studied the proportional relationship between two reduction factors for different slopes in combination with a computational example and have provided two methods of defining the comprehensive safety factor. Isakov et al. [24, 25] have established a formula between the comprehensive safety factor and strength reduction pathway and have suggested an expression formula for the slope minimum comprehensive safety factor using the shortest pathway of strength reduction. Zhao et al. [26] have noted that, for the previously described method, assuming that there is no theoretical basis for the cohesion and the internal friction angle being reduced in terms of a certain proportion, the physical significance of the comprehensive safety factor definition through the shortest pathway of strength reduction is more apparent for the existing comprehensive safety factor definitions. The following can be found from the research on the double reduction factors by the abovementioned scholars: (1) the proportional reduction of the cohesion and friction angle has no theoretical basis and (2) the comprehensive safety factor definition lacks physical significance. Therefore, rationally determining the nonproportional relationship between the double reduction factors and presenting a more rational comprehensive safety factor have become urgent questions to answer.

For the case in which the strength parameter distribution obeys the linear attenuation assumption, a nonproportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is established. By introducing the correlation into the traditional strength reduction finite element method, the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters is proposed. To verify the reliability of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters, the nonproportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is introduced into Bishop's slice method, yielding the nonproportional double safety factors of Bishop's slice method. For the whole safety storage of the slope based on the double safety factors, a comprehensive safety factor with the contribution of the shear strength parameter to the sliding resistance force as weight is proposed. Finally, in combination with a computational example, the finite element method and Bishop's slice method are adopted, respectively. The parameters between $c$ and $\phi$ are reduced in terms of the same reduction factor, $c$ is reduced but $\phi$ is not reduced (i.e., Taylor's frictional circle analysis method implies the reduction way), and the parameters between $c$ and $\phi$ are reduced in terms of the nonproportional relationship for three types of reduction ways corresponding to the slope stability analysis; results are compared and analyzed to verify the rationality of the nonproportional correlative reduction method. The comparison and analysis of the computational results for the existing comprehensive safety factors indicate that the comprehensive safety factor proposed in this paper has clear physical significance and has a strong practical value.

2. Basic Principle of the Nonproportional Correlative Reduction Finite Element Method for Slope Strength Parameters

2.1. Definition of the Slope Double Reduction Factors. In the traditional strength reduction finite element method, the same reduction factor is considered for the cohesion and internal friction angle. Nevertheless, several researchers [18–26] have found that, in the failure process of the slope, the functions and their exerted degrees of the shear strength parameters between $c$ and $\phi$ are indeterminately the same. Accordingly, two strength parameters are naturally considered to have different reduction factors, and the detailed expression formulas are shown in

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SRF}_c &= \frac{c_0}{c}, \\
\text{SRF}_\phi &= \frac{\tan \phi_0}{\tan \phi},
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

where $c_0$ and $\phi_0$ are the initial cohesion and initial internal friction angle, respectively, and $c$ and $\phi$ are the reduced cohesion and the reduced internal friction angle, respectively. The slope double reduction factors in the limit equilibrium state are the double safety factors. The safety factor of the cohesion can be denoted as $F_s^c$, and the safety factor of the internal friction angle can be denoted as $F_s^\phi$.

2.2. Basic Assumption of the Strength Parameter Evolution Laws. The strength parameter evolution laws are generally obtained through indoor and outdoor experiments and numerical testing. If the real strength parameter evolution process can be measured experimentally, then the reduction should be performed in terms of the weakening pathway of the real measured strength parameter. However, for most of the engineering studies, strength parameters such as the peak value time and the residual time are only obtained experimentally. Currently, it is still necessary to determine or propose a set of likely real strength reduction pathways. Therefore, the assumption that there is linear attenuation between the strength parameters at the peak value time and those at the residual time remains in agreement with the simple linear softening model and embodies the correlation between the formulation of shear bands and the softening behaviors of the soil [27]. The simple linear softening model is used to illustrate the nonproportional correlative reduction method for slope strength parameters. Note that the method
proposed in this paper cannot be restricted to the assumed conditions.

Under the simple linear softening model, the strength parameters and the softening parameter \( \eta \) are piecewise linear functions \([28, 29]\), as shown in Figure 1, and their formulas are shown in

\[
c(\eta) = \begin{cases} 
  c_p, & (\eta < \eta_p) \\
  \frac{c_r - c_p}{\eta_r - \eta_p}(\eta - \eta_p) + c_p, & (\eta_p \leq \eta \leq \eta_r) \\
  c_r, & (\eta > \eta_r)
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\tan \varphi(\eta) = \begin{cases} 
  \tan \varphi_p, & (\eta < \eta_p) \\
  \frac{\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r}{\eta_r - \eta_p}(\eta - \eta_p) + \tan \varphi_p, & (\eta_p \leq \eta \leq \eta_r) \\
  \tan \varphi_r, & (\eta > \eta_r)
\end{cases}
\]

where \( c_p, \varphi_p, \) and \( \eta_p \) correspond to the cohesion, internal friction angle, and softening parameter at the peak value time, respectively; \( c_r, \varphi_r, \) and \( \eta_r \) correspond to the cohesion, internal friction angle, and softening parameter at the residual time, respectively; and \( c(\eta), \varphi(\eta), \) and \( \eta \) correspond to the cohesion, internal friction angle, and softening parameter, respectively, at any instant. The softening parameter often uses the equivalent plastic strain or plastic shear strain. The detailed shear stress strength curve varying with the softening parameter is shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Derivation of the Nonproportional Relationship between the Double Reduction Factors. From the softening stage formula in (2), the following is obtained:

\[
\frac{\eta - \eta_p}{\eta_r - \eta_p} = \frac{c_p - c(\eta)}{c_p - c_r}.
\]

From the softening stage formula in (3), the following is obtained:

\[
\frac{\eta - \eta_p}{\eta_r - \eta_p} = \frac{\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi(\eta)}{\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r}.
\]

From (4) and (5), the following is obtained:

\[
\frac{c_p - c(\eta)}{c_p - c_r} = \frac{\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi(\eta)}{\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r}.
\]

Substituting (1) into (6), the following is obtained:

\[
\frac{c_p - c(\eta)}{c_p - c_r} = \frac{(\text{SRF}_c - 1)/\text{SRF}_c}{(\text{SRF}_c - 1)/\text{SRF}_c}.
\]

where \( (c_p - c_r)/c_p \) is denoted as \( \lambda_c \) and is called the cohesion brittle index, which characterizes the maximum attenuation margin of cohesion in the gradual failure process of the soil. And \( (\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r)/\tan \varphi_p \) is denoted as \( \lambda_\varphi \) and is called the friction factor brittle index, which characterizes the maximum attenuation margin of the friction factor in the gradual failure process of the soil.

Thus,

\[
\lambda = \frac{\lambda_\varphi}{\lambda_c}
\]

is the proportion between the friction factor brittle index and the cohesion brittle index and is called the nonproportional reduction factor. Hence, it is clear that the following expression is true:

\[
\lambda = \frac{c_p (\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r)}{(c_r - c_p) \tan \varphi_p}.
\]

From (7), we obtain the following:

\[
\lambda = \frac{\text{SRF}_c (\text{SRF}_\varphi - 1)}{(\text{SRF}_c - 1) \text{SRF}_\varphi}.
\]
From (10), we obtain the following:

$$\text{SRF}_\psi = \frac{\text{SRF}_c}{\text{SRF}_c - (\text{SRF}_c - 1) \lambda} = \frac{\text{SRF}_c}{\lambda + (1 - \lambda) \text{SRF}_c} \quad (11)$$

or

$$\text{SRF}_c = \frac{\lambda \text{SRF}_\psi}{1 + (\lambda - 1) \text{SRF}_\psi} \quad (12)$$

When $\lambda = 1$, there will be $\text{SRF}_c = \text{SRF}_\psi$; that is, we obtain the reduction pathway of the traditional strength reduction finite element method.

The nonproportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is established from the derivation of the above equations. Thus, in the follow-up strength parameter reduction process, the internal friction reduction factor varies as the cohesion reduction factor changes, and the determination of double reduction factors becomes the determination of a single reduction factor. As a result, the blindness of the assumed proportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor for the existing double reduction factors method can be overcome. This method can ensure the presence of two states in the process of strength reduction: the peak value state and the residual state. More importantly, the corresponding strength parameters of the two types of states can determine the attenuation rate of the strength parameters. Comparing with traditional strength reduction finite element method in which the two strength parameters are only rigidly attenuated in terms of the same reduction mode, the safety storage in this method is more realistic.

3. Realization of the Nonproportional Correlative Reduction Finite Element Method for Slope Strength Parameters Based on the Field Variable

3.1. Computational Principle. The relationships between the cohesion, internal friction angle, and field variable should first be established. The cohesion reduction factor can be defined as the field variable. For the same reason, the internal friction angle reduction factor can also be defined as the field variable. The two types of field variable selection modes have no effect on the computational results for the limit equilibrium state corresponding to a slope. The cohesion must only have an internal friction angle corresponding to it, or an internal friction angle must only have a cohesion corresponding to it. The expression formulas are provided in (13) and (14). Next, we establish the linear relationship between the field variable and the current value of the step time. The formula is given in (15). Hence,

$$c = \frac{c_{ini}}{f} \quad (13)$$

$$\varphi = \arctan \left( \frac{\tan \varphi_{ini} [\lambda + (1 - \lambda) f]}{f} \right) \quad (14)$$

$$f = a + bt \quad (15)$$

where $f$ is the field variable, that is, the cohesion reduction factor $\text{SRF}_c$; $c_{ini}$ and $\varphi_{ini}$ are the cohesion and the internal friction angle, respectively, corresponding to the field variable of one; $t$ is the current value of the step time with $0 \leq t \leq 1$; and $a$ is the initial value of the field variable, whose value has a direct effect on the minimum reduction factor. Therefore, the definition is often less than or equal to one; $b$ can determine the maximum reduction factor of the slope. Therefore, the definition is larger than or equal to three under normal conditions; accordingly, the detailed value of $a$ and $b$ can be confirmed through trial computation in terms of computation objectives.

The above descriptions express the rock-soil cohesion and internal friction angle as a function of the field variable and define the field variable as a function of the current value of the step time. For this reason, the reduction of the cohesion and internal friction angle can be realized by increasing the current value of the step time so that the slope reaches the limit equilibrium state. Additionally, the field variable corresponding to this limit equilibrium state is the cohesion safety factor. Substituting the cohesion safety factor into (11), we can obtain the internal friction angle safety factor such that only one computation is required to obtain the safety factor of the slope. Compared with the bisection method, the computational efficiency is improved.

3.2. The Detailed Realization Process. The second development is implemented on the basis of the finite element numerical analysis software ABAQUS. The application of UFIELD has successfully determined the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters based on the field variable and mainly includes the following three steps [30]:

(1) The equilibrium analysis step of the initial geostress should be set up first. The slope should be calculated using the initial shear strength parameters for the stress field under gravity, and the displacement field caused by the initial geostress should be eliminated.

(2) The second analysis step should be set up, that is, the nonproportional correlative reduction analysis step, and the relationship between the material parameters and the field variables can be established. Then, the relationship between the field variables and the current value of the step time should be defined in the UFIELD program. Finally, the accuracy of the reduction factor is controlled using the parameters for the rational setup of the initial increment size, the maximum increment size, and the minimum increment size. Assuming that all of the nodes reach the equilibrium state at increment $i$, for the moment, the analysis step time is $t_i$; the flowchart for computing the slope safety factor using the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters is then shown in Figure 3.

(3) The isoline diagram of the equivalent plastic strain obtained from the computation in step (2) should be used to obtain the potential sliding surface [31].
The cohesion safety factor can be determined from the inflection point of the curve where the horizontal displacement of the characteristic point varies with the cohesion reduction factor. Then, (11) is substituted to obtain the internal friction angle safety factor.

4. Nonproportional Double Safety Factors of Bishop’s Slice Method

To verify the validity of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters, the nonproportional relationship between the double safety factors can be introduced into Bishop’s slice method, yielding the nonproportional double safety factors based on the limit equilibrium method. The forces acting on the i slice is shown in Figure 4.

As indicated in Figure 4, when the homogeneous soil slope is in the stability state, the shear strength on the sliding surface in any soil slice can only display a part and equilibrium with the tangent force, as follows:

\[
T_i = \frac{c_i l_i}{F_{s_i}} + N_i \frac{tg\varphi_i}{F_{s_y}}. \tag{16}
\]

In reference to simplified Bishop’s slice method, the differences in the friction force acting on the two sides of the slices cannot be accounted for; that is, \(X_{i+1} - X_i = 0\).

For the i soil slice, from \(\sum Y = 0\), we obtain the following:

\[
W_i - N_i \cos \alpha_i - T_i \sin \alpha_i = 0. \tag{17}
\]

Substituting (16) into (17), we obtain the following:

\[
N_i = \frac{W_i - (c_i l_i/F_{s_i}) \sin \alpha_i}{\cos \alpha_i + (tg\varphi_i/F_{s_y}) \sin \alpha_i}. \tag{18}
\]

When the whole sliding body is in the equilibrium state, the sum of moment acting on the center of the circle of each soil slice should be zero. Therefore, the following expression is obtained:

\[
\sum W_i x_i - \sum T_i R = 0. \tag{19}
\]

Substituting (16) and (18) into (19), we obtain the following:

\[
\sum W_i \sin \alpha_i \]

\[
= \sum \left( \frac{c_i l_i}{F_{s_i}} + \frac{W_i - (c_i l_i/F_{s_i}) \sin \alpha_i}{\cos \alpha_i + (tg\varphi_i/F_{s_y}) \sin \alpha_i} \cdot \frac{tg\varphi_i}{F_{s_y}} \right). \tag{20}
\]

Substituting the formula between \(F_{s_x}\) and \(F_{s_y}\) in (11) into (20), we obtain the following:

\[
\sum \left( \frac{c_i l_i}{F_{s_x}} + \frac{W_i - (c_i l_i/F_{s_x}) \sin \alpha_i}{\cos \alpha_i + (tg\varphi_i (\lambda + (1 - \lambda) F_{s_y}/F_{s_x}) \sin \alpha_i} \right) = \sum W_i \sin \alpha_i. \tag{21}
\]

It can be observed from the above equation that this formula will reduce to only \(F_{s_x}\) as a variable equation after
the sliding surface is determined, thus directly obtaining \( F_s \). Then, \( F_{s_{\phi}} \) can be computed using (11) such that the two safety factors of the nonproportional double safety factor of Bishop’s slice method can be determined. The two safety factors can be renewed continuously using the ongoing changing sliding surface. Finally, the two safety factors corresponding to the most dangerous sliding surface can be obtained; thus, the final double safety factors are determined by the non-proportional double safety factors of Bishop’s slice method.

5. Comprehensive Safety Factor with the Contribution of the Shear Strength Parameter to the Sliding Resistance Force as Weight

The nonproportional correlative reduction method has decomposed the strength reduction factor into the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor. The cohesion safety storage and the internal friction angle safety storage are well described, in terms of the purpose of the experimenters. However, the designers are interested in the comprehensive safety storage of the slope, which is not well solved.

Based on the double safety factors of the slope and to characterize the slope comprehensive safety storage, Tang et al. [19] and Jiang et al. [21] have used the mean value of the double safety factors as the comprehensive safety factor: \( F_s = \frac{F_{s_{\phi}} + F_{s_{\omega}}}{2} \). Yuan et al. [22, 23] have suggested two types of comprehensive safety factor definitions: \( F_s = \sqrt{F_{s_{\phi}}F_{s_{\omega}}/\sqrt{F_{s_{\phi}}^2 + F_{s_{\omega}}^2}} \) and \( F_s = \sqrt{F_{s_{\phi}}F_{s_{\omega}}} \). Isakov et al. [24, 25] have stated that the comprehensive safety factor should be \( F_s = 1/[1 - R/\sqrt{2}] \), where \( R = \sqrt{(1 - 1/F_{s_{\phi}})^2 + (1 - 1/F_{s_{\omega}})^2} \).

Accordingly, this paper proposes a comprehensive safety factor that considers each component of the sliding resistance force to the contribution to the sliding resistance force as weight.

In the slope stability analysis, the sliding resistance force consists of three parts. The first part is the contribution of the reinforcement to the sliding resistance force, such as the anchor and slide-resistant pile, denoted as \( F_l \), and with weight \( \omega_l \), as shown in (22). The second part is the contribution of the cohesion, with weight \( \omega_c \), as shown in (23). And the third part is the contribution of the internal friction angle, with weight \( \omega_\phi \), as shown in (24). The comprehensive safety factor can be defined as the weighted average of each item’s contribution to the sliding resistance force, as shown in (25). Hence,

\[
\omega_l = \frac{F_l}{F_l + \int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} + \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) \right) ds}, \tag{22}
\]

\[
\omega_c = \frac{\int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} \right) ds}{F_l + \int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} + \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) \right) ds}, \tag{23}
\]

\[
\omega_\phi = \frac{\int \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) ds}{F_l + \int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} + \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) \right) ds}, \tag{24}
\]

\[
F_s = \omega_l F_{s_{\phi}} + \omega_\phi F_{s_{\phi}} = \frac{F_l}{F_l + \int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} + \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) \right) ds} \tag{25}
\]

It can be easily observed from (25) that the comprehensive safety factor is the ratio between the sliding resistance force actually provided by the soil body and the limit sliding resistance force required to maintain the slope stability, whereas the safety factor obtained using the traditional limit equilibrium method is the percentage or proportion of the sliding resistance force actually provided by the soil body and the sliding force. Accordingly, both are in good agreement. In the case of the nonreinforcement, (25) is simplified to (26). This paper proposes a comprehensive safety factor with the contribution of the shear strength parameter to the sliding resistance force as weight:

\[
F_s = \frac{\int \left( \frac{c_i + \sigma_i \tan \varphi_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} \right) ds}{\int \left( \frac{c_i}{F_{s_{\phi}}} + \sigma_i \left( \tan \varphi_i / F_{s_{\phi}} \right) \right) ds} \tag{26}
\]

6. Analysis of a Numerical Example

6.1. Description of the Finite Element Model and Computational Boundary Conditions. The slope height is 12 m with a slope ratio of 1:1. The distance from the slope toe to the front of the model is 20 m. The distance from the slope crest to the back of the model is 30 m. The total height of the model is 32 m. The total width of the model is 62 m. The computational model can be discretized into 5795 nodes and 5643 elements. The detailed model is shown in Figure 5.

The bottom boundary condition is pinned, and rollers are used along the vertical extents of the finite element mesh.

6.2. Selection of the Computational Parameters. Considering the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion and the nonassociated
Table 1: Material property parameters used in the computational analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Dilation angle (°)</th>
<th>Peak value parameters</th>
<th>Residual strength parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesion (kPa)</td>
<td>Internal friction angle (°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesion (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\lambda = \frac{c_p (\tan \varphi_p - \tan \varphi_r)}{(c_p - c_r) \tan \varphi_p} = 0.249, \\
SRF_\varphi = \frac{SRF_c}{\lambda + (1 - \lambda) SRF_c} = \frac{SRF_c}{0.249 + 0.751 \times SRF_c}. \tag{27}
\]

6.3. Computational Schemes. To discuss the rationality of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for slope strength parameters, a comparative analysis is performed of the results of the slope stability for three types of reduction modes: the reduction modes of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for strength parameters, the traditional strength reduction finite element method, and the method of \( c \) with reduction but \( \varphi \) without reduction, which is implied in Taylor’s friction circle method. A comparative analysis is performed between the finite element method and Bishop’s slice method, respectively, corresponding to three types of reduction modes. The detailed computational schemes are shown in Figure 6.

6.4. Verification of the Reliability of the Computational Results Using the Nonproportional Correlative Reduction Finite Element Method for Slope Strength Parameters. The potential sliding surface in terms of the maximum equivalent plastic strain is shown in Figure 7. It can be observed from Figure 7 that the positions of the slope potential sliding surface obtained using the different reduction modes are different. The positions of the potential sliding surface are close,
Table 2: Computational results for different reduction modes with different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Reduction modes</th>
<th>Double safety factors</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finite element method</td>
<td>c and φ with the same reduction factor (scheme 1)</td>
<td>1.336 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c with reduction but φ without reduction (scheme 2)</td>
<td>1.717 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double reduction factors FEM</td>
<td>Nonproportional correlative reduction between c and φ (scheme 3)</td>
<td>1.570 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c and φ with the same safety factor (scheme 4)</td>
<td>1.320 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit equilibrium method</td>
<td>c with the independent safety factor and safety factor of φ is 1 (scheme 5)</td>
<td>1.712 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double safety factors of Bishop's slice method</td>
<td>Nonproportional double safety factors between c and φ (scheme 6)</td>
<td>1.529 (F_s)</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be observed from the computed results that, by using Bishop's slice method corresponding to the different reduction methods in Table 2, the slope safety factor determined by Bishop's slice method is 1.336. The slope double safety factors determined by c with reduction and φ without reduction are $F_s = 1.717$ and $F_s = 1.000$, and the weights corresponding to the cohesion and the internal friction angle are 0.463 and 0.537, respectively. The slope double safety factors determined by the nonproportional correlative reduction method for slope strength parameters are $F_s = 1.570$ and $F_s = 1.099$, and the weights corresponding to the cohesion and the internal friction angle are 0.497 and 0.503, respectively. It can be observed from the computed results that, by using Bishop's slice method corresponding to the different reduction modes in Table 2, the slope safety factor determined by Bishop's slice method is 1.320. The slope double safety factors obtained using c with reduction and φ without reduction are $F_s = 1.712$ and $F_s = 1.000$, and the weights corresponding to the cohesion and the internal friction angle are 0.465 and 0.535, respectively. The double safety factors determined by the nonproportional double safety factors of Bishop's slice method are $F_s = 1.529$ and $F_s = 1.094$, and the weights corresponding to the cohesion and the internal friction angle are 0.505 and 0.495, respectively. From the comparative analysis of two types of methods, the computed results for the different reduction modes between Bishop's slice method and finite element method are generally in agreement with each other and illustrate that the results of the finite element method corresponding to the three different types of reduction modes are reliable.

It can be observed from the results of the double safety factors determined by adopting the finite element method that the parameters between c and φ produce a reduction of 1.336, φ without reduction and c produce a reduction of 1.717, and c produces a reduction of 1.570 and φ produces a reduction of 1.099. These can make the slope reach the limit equilibrium state, but this is only possible for the limit equilibrium state obtained through the nonproportional correlative reduction method. The nonproportional correlative reduction method considers the relationship between the material parameter reduction and the deterioration.
of real material properties, whereas the other reduction schemes cannot depend on the real material parameters, they do not model reality, and they correspond to the virtual limit equilibrium states only for easily describing the slope safety factor. Therefore, it is more realistic for the double safety factors to the nonproportional correlative reduction mode.

It can be observed from the comprehensive safety factors of different reduction modes in Figure 9 that there is no considerable difference between the comprehensive safety factors computed by the two types of methods. The maximum difference is 0.023. The different definitions of the comprehensive safety factor from different researchers reveal that the comprehensive safety factor determined by the nonproportional correlative reduction method lies between the comprehensive safety factor determined by the traditional strength reduction finite element method and the comprehensive safety factor determined by \( c \) with reduction but \( \phi \) without reduction. Under the three different types of reduction modes, the computational results of the comprehensive safety factor proposed in this paper are close in value, and the computational results of the comprehensive safety factor corresponding to different reduction modes are close in value to the results of Tang et al. [19] and Yuan [23], illustrating that the comprehensive safety factor proposed in this paper based on the contribution of the shear strength parameter to the sliding resistance force as weight is a rational choice.

Overall, it can be observed from the relationships among the results under the three different types of reduction modes that the application of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for strength parameters for analyzing the slope stability is feasible.

7. Conclusions

(1) For the example of the strength parameter distribution obeying the linear attenuation assumption, a nonproportional relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is established.

(2) By introducing a nonproportional correlation into the traditional strength reduction finite element method, the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for strength parameters is proposed in this paper.

(3) Using the second development platform of finite element numerical computation software ABAQUS, we realized the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for strength parameters based on the field variable, and we improved the efficiency of the solution to the double safety factors of the slope using the finite element method.

(4) To verify the reliability of the nonproportional correlative reduction finite element method for strength parameters, the relationship between the cohesion reduction factor and the internal friction angle reduction factor is introduced into Bishop's slice method, yielding nonproportional double safety factors of Bishop's slice method.

(5) For the whole safety storage of the slope based on the double safety factors, a comprehensive safety factor with the contribution of the shear strength parameter to the sliding resistance force as weight is proposed. This paper can account for the physical significance of the comprehensive safety factor theoretically and illustrate that this comprehensive safety factor is of practical engineering value.

(6) In combination with a computational example and the comparison analysis of the slope sliding surface positions and the comprehensive safety factors for three different types of reduction modes with two types of methods, the rationality and reliability of this method were validated.
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